Identification, Characterization, and In Vitro Culture of Highly Divergent Arenaviruses from Boa Constrictors and Annulated Tree Boas: Candidate Etiological Agents for Snake Inclusion Body Disease
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ABSTRACT Inclusion body disease (IBD) is an infectious fatal disease of snakes typified by behavioral abnormalities, wasting, and secondary infections. At a histopathological level, the disease is identified by the presence of large eosinophilic cytoplasmic inclusions in multiple tissues. To date, no virus or other pathogen has been definitively characterized or associated with the disease. Using a metagenomic approach to search for candidate etiologic agents in snakes with confirmed IBD, we identified and de novo assembled the complete genomic sequences of two viruses related to arenaviruses, and a third arenavirus-like sequence was discovered by screening an additional set of samples. A continuous boa constrictor cell line was established and used to propagate and isolate one of the viruses in culture. Viral nucleoprotein was localized and concentrated within large cytoplasmic inclusions in infected cells in culture and tissues from diseased snakes. In total, viral RNA was detected in 6/8 confirmed IBD cases and 0/18 controls. These viruses have a typical arenavirus genome organization but are highly divergent, belonging to a lineage separate from that of the Old and New World arenaviruses. Furthermore, these viruses encode enzyme glycoproteins that are more similar to those of filoviruses than to those of other arenaviruses. These findings implicate these viruses as candidate etiologic agents of IBD. The presence of arenaviruses outside mammals reveals that these viruses infect an unexpectedly broad range of species and represent a new reservoir of potential human pathogens.

IMPORTANCE Inclusion body disease (IBD) is a common infectious disease of captive snakes. IBD is fatal and can cause the loss of entire animal collections. The cause of the disease has remained elusive, and no treatment exists. In addition to being important to pet owners, veterinarians, breeders, zoological parks, and aquariums, the study of animal disease is significant since animals are the source of virtually every emerging infectious human disease. We searched for candidate causative agents in snakes diagnosed with IBD and found a group of novel viruses distantly related mainly to arenaviruses but also to filoviruses, both of which can cause fatal hemorrhagic fevers when transmitted from animals to humans. In addition to providing evidence that strongly suggests that these viruses cause snake IBD, this discovery reveals a new and unanticipated domain of virus biology and evolution.

Inclusion body disease (IBD) is a transmissible, progressive, and ultimately fatal disease of snakes first described several decades ago (1–3). In captive boid snakes, IBD is the most commonly diagnosed disease of suspected viral origin, and there are no treatments or vaccines available. Animals diagnosed with IBD are recommended for euthanasia if there is a risk of transmission to other animals or if there is neurological involvement. It has been speculated that a retrovirus may cause IBD, but to date, no virus or other pathogen has been definitively characterized (3, 4) and no molecular diagnostic method exists. The origin of the disease’s name and the basis for its diagnosis are large eosinophilic inclusions in the cytoplasm of cells of infected animals. A specific 68-kDa protein has been purified from infected tissues, but it is not clear whether this is a viral or endogenous protein or whether the inclusions are directly caused by infection (5). IBD has been described in a variety of species, but it has been best characterized in snakes in the families Boidae and Pythonidae, i.e., boas and pythons (3–10). The clinical and histological manifestations and progression of IBD differ in boid snakes and pythons (1, 3). In pythons, inclusion bodies are primarily found in cells of the central nervous system and clinical signs include abnormal body posture and movement. In boas, inclusions are found in tissues throughout the body and regurgitation is an additional characteristic clinical sign. Pythons typically succumb to disease more rap-
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**Table 1** Summary of snakes analyzed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Snake Species</th>
<th>IBD diagnosis</th>
<th>Virus identification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>CAS01 (^b^) Emerald tree boa</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>CAS02</td>
<td>Annulated tree boa</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>CAS03</td>
<td>Annulated tree boa</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>CAS04</td>
<td>Annulated tree boa</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>CAS05</td>
<td>Annulated tree boa</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>CAS06</td>
<td>Boa constrictor</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>CAS07</td>
<td>Boa constrictor</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Wildwood Veterinary Hospital, Portola Valley, CA</td>
<td>Larry</td>
<td>Dumeril’s boa</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Wildwood Veterinary Hospital, Portola Valley, CA</td>
<td>Romeo</td>
<td>Boa constrictor</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Wildwood Veterinary Hospital, Portola Valley, CA</td>
<td>Juliet</td>
<td>Boa constrictor</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Wildwood Veterinary Hospital, Portola Valley, CA</td>
<td>Bo</td>
<td>Boa constrictor</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Wildwood Veterinary Hospital, Portola Valley, CA</td>
<td>Dumi</td>
<td>Dumeril’s boa</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v0110067-3(^d^)</td>
<td>Boa constrictor</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v0103776-7(^d^)</td>
<td>Boa constrictor</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v0103836-1(^d^)</td>
<td>Ball python</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v0103824-5(^d^)</td>
<td>Boa constrictor</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v0717777</td>
<td>Boa constrictor</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v0727595</td>
<td>Boa constrictor</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v0738356</td>
<td>Ball python</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v0861921</td>
<td>Boa constrictor</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v0864039</td>
<td>Boa constrictor</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v1063991</td>
<td>Python species</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v1069081</td>
<td>Python species</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v1073638</td>
<td>Ball python</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v1034003</td>
<td>California king snake</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v1033991</td>
<td>Blacktail rattlesnake</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Zoo/Exotic Pathology Services, West Sacramento, CA</td>
<td>v1032134</td>
<td>California king snake</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a^\) Arenavirus identification by RT-PCR and, for samples 1 to 16, deep sequencing.

\(^b^\) Only blood (no frozen tissue) was available for animal CAS01.

\(^c^\) No histopathological IBD diagnosis was performed for this sample.

\(^d^\) These samples were formalin fixed; the rest were frozen.

\(^e^\) Histopathology was unclear for this sample due to tissue autolysis.

Idly than do boas, which may survive for months or years after symptom onset if provided with supportive care. Although there is evidence that IBD is transmissible, the precise mode of transmission is unknown (3). Conclusive identification of an etiologic agent or agents has the potential to enable IBD treatments, vaccines, diagnostics, and prevention policies.

In addition to being worthy of study in their own right, animal viruses are of great relevance to human health. The simple reason for this is that humans are animals, and many viruses that infect other animals also infect humans. Some of the most medically important human viral pathogens originated from animals or have animal reservoirs, including influenza viruses, HIV-1 and -2, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus, henipaviruses, West Nile virus, rabies virus, hantaviruses, filoviruses, and arenaviruses. Furthermore, animal viruses and their hosts often provide excellent models for the study of pathogenic mechanisms, immune response to infection, host-pathogen interactions, treatments, and vaccines.

Unbiased, high-throughput methods are transforming the ability to identify candidate etiologic agents in infectious diseases of unknown cause (11–13). Metagenomic pathogen discovery techniques aim to identify pathogen nucleic acid in infected samples without bias. The first generation of such technologies included the Virochip microarray (14, 15). Now, high-throughput sequencing, such as the Illumina technology, is being increasingly used as its price decreases and throughput increases. The massive depth of sequence combined with increasingly capable assembly and search methods offers greater sensitivity to detect divergent pathogens than ever before. Ultimately, however, sequencing can only ever identify candidate etiologic agents, and demonstration of causality requires significant additional experimental effort.

In this study, we used high-throughput sequencing to search for candidate causes of IBD. We began our investigation using samples from snakes from a local aquarium with confirmed IBD diagnoses and ultimately identified and sequenced the complete genomes of two related viruses, both of which have characteristic attributes of arenaviruses but also share some similarity with filoviruses. Our findings strongly suggest that these viruses may account for at least a significant fraction of IBD cases and reveal the arenavirus family and their hosts to be much broader than had previously been appreciated.

**RESULTS**

Metagenomic investigation of inclusion body disease. The Steinhart Aquarium at the California Academy of Sciences (CAS) houses a wide range of snake species, including annulated tree boas (*Corallus annulatus*) and boa constrictors (*Boa constrictor*). In 2009, several snakes at the aquarium were diagnosed with IBD by histopathology of liver biopsy specimens and/or blood smears (Table 1). Snakes diagnosed as IBD positive as well as one snake (CAS04) that screened negative via blood smear but that had been housed with positive snakes were euthanized and necropsied. Tissue samples were collected and examined by histopathology, revealing inclusions in multiple tissues in positive animals, confirming the antemortem IBD diagnoses (Fig. 1; Table 1).

To search for candidate IBD etiologic agents, we performed an
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sessions (some of which are marked with arrowheads), appear orange/brown. Liver and kidney frozen tissue sections from boa constrictors subsequently diagnosed with or without IBD were H&E stained and imaged. Nuclei appear blue/purple, and eosinophilic structures, including cytoplasmic inclusions (some of which are marked with arrowheads), appear orange/brown. Bars, 10 μm.

FIG 1  Histology showing eosinophilic inclusions in IBD-positive tissue samples. Liver and kidney frozen tissue sections from boa constrictors subsequently diagnosed with or without IBD were H&E stained and imaged. Nuclei appear blue/purple, and eosinophilic structures, including cytoplasmic inclusions (some of which are marked with arrowheads), appear orange/brown. Bars, 10 μm.

Identification of two distinct arenavirus-like genomes. With the remaining sequences, we performed BLASTX searches against a database of viral protein sequences (17). This search revealed the presence of substantial numbers of sequences with similarity to arenavirus protein sequences in all of the IBD-diagnosed samples. We used these BLAST hits to nucleate complete genome assemblies using the PRICE de novo genome assembler (G. Ruby, freely available at http://derisilab.ucsf.edu/software/price/index.html). This analysis revealed that there were actually two distinct (59% pairwise nucleotide identity) but related viruses in the snakes from the aquarium: one from the IBD-positive annulated tree boas and one from the IBD-positive boa constrictors (Table 1; Fig. 2 and 3).

We then used PCR, rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE), and Sanger sequencing to validate the assemblies. Retrospective mapping of the sequences revealed that the individual IBD-positive tissue data sets contained between 8,422 and 227,134 viral sequences (between 0.13% and 3.8% of the total reads). Overall genome coverage ranged from 825-fold to 3,335-fold (the average number of sequences covering each base). The complete genomes for both viral species are available from GenBank (accession numbers JQ717261 to JQ717264). The data sets from IBD-negative CAS04 contained very low frequencies of sequences mapping to the two viruses (<5 × 10^-3), a phenomenon that was also observed for the boa constrictor virus in the annulated tree boa samples and vice versa. These low-copy-number sequences likely resulted from intersample cross-contamination or bar code misregistration during sequencing (18). This explanation was corroborated by quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (qRT-PCR), which demonstrated that all tissues of snake CAS04 were negative for viral RNA (there was no amplification) (Fig. 2). This analysis also confirmed that the two viruses segregated perfectly with the two snake species. By sequencing and by quantitative PCR (qPCR), viral RNA was detected in every tissue examined, a pattern reminiscent of the histopathological detection of inclusions in all of these tissues (Fig. 2).

In addition to arenavirus-like sequences, reads with similarity to retroviral sequences were identified in all of the annulated tree boa samples (CAS02 to CAS05). These retrovirus-like sequences were most closely related to previously described endogenous retroviral sequences from pythons (19), were not found in the boa constrictor genome sequence or the boa constrictor samples (CAS06 and CAS07), and thus likely derive from annulated tree boa endogenous retroviruses.

The recovery of high numbers of arenavirus-related sequences from the IBD-diagnosed snakes but not the single IBD-negative
snake suggested that the viruses might play a role in disease pathogenesis (Fig. 2). To investigate this possibility, we obtained and screened 21 additional samples from IBD-positive and -negative snakes of various species for viral RNA (Table 1). We performed RT-PCR with multiple sets of primers, including consensus primers designed to amplify sequence from both novel viruses, and by additional deep sequencing in some cases. A third related virus was detected by RT-PCR in a boa constrictor from Collierville, TN, diagnosed with IBD in 2008. Although the complete genome of this third virus has not yet been fully determined, alignments of the recovered sequences reveal that this third virus is more closely related (~80% nucleotide identity) to the virus recovered from the CAS boa constrictors (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). Viral RNA was not detected in the other three confirmed IBD cases. Thus, 6/8 IBD-positive samples were positive for one of these divergent but related viruses. We did not detect viral RNA in any of 18 control samples (Table 1). These results show that multiple related arenavirus-like viruses are associated with geographically and temporally widespread IBD cases and also reveal a high degree of diversity in this clade. Until all available samples can be analyzed by deep sequencing, we cannot rule out the presence of additional divergent species in the samples that have tested negative by RT-PCR.

By convention, species in the family Arenaviridae and several other single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) virus families are named after the geographical location from which they were isolated. We propose naming the virus species isolated from the annulated tree boa CAS virus (CASV; for California Academy of Sciences virus) and naming the two species from boa constrictors Golden Gate virus (GGV) and Collierville virus (CVV; Table 1).

Genome analysis. Analysis of the recovered genome sequences revealed that they possess attributes characteristic of arenavirus genomes, including a bisegmented ambisense organization, with two opposite-sense open reading frames (ORFs) on each of two genome segments (Fig. 3A) (20, 21). Also, as is the case with other members of the family, on both segments the intergenic regions separating the ORFs were predicted to form hairpin structures, with predicted Gibbs free energy changes ($\Delta G$) of between $-50$ and $-91$ kcal/mol at 30°C (22). The inter-ORF sequences of the S and L segments of GGV and CASV share 38% and 42% pairwise nucleotide identity, respectively, in global alignments. Also consistent with arenavirus genome structure, the terminal 19 nucleotides (nt) at the 5’ and 3’ ends of the L segment are nearly reverse complements of each other and are similar to the 5’- and 3’-end sequences of the S segment (Fig. 3B). The terminal sequences of these viruses are conserved at 13/19 residues with the terminal sequences of previously described arenaviruses (Fig. 3B). The L and S segments of CASV measure 6,812 nt and 3,368 nt, respectively, while the L and S segments of GGV measure 6,922 nt and 3,482 nt, respectively.

Phylogenetic relationships. To further investigate the relationship between these viruses and previously described arenaviruses, we conducted comparative and phylogenetic analyses of the four major open reading frames (L, NP, Z, and GPC) present on CASV and GGV. In arenaviruses, L is the large RNA-dependent polymerase involved in viral genome replication and transcription (20, 21, 23). NP, the viral nucleoprotein, forms a circular ribonucleoprotein complex with the genome-length viral RNAs (21, 24). The predicted snake proteins share 23 to 26% and 17 to 19% pairwise amino acid identity with the lymphocytic choriomeglingitis virus (LCMV), Lassa virus (LASV), and Tacaribe virus (TCRV) L and NP proteins, respectively (Fig. 3C). These viruses were selected for comparison as representative members of the two major clades of previously described arenaviruses: the Old World (OW) and New World (NW) arenaviruses, also known as the Lassa/LCMV and Tacaribe serocomplexes (20, 21, 25, 26). The CASV and GGV L and NP protein sequences are 55% and 50% identical in amino acids, respectively, or roughly as similar as the L and NP proteins of LCMV and LASV, which are 47% and 62% identical, respectively. In phylogenies, the snake virus proteins form a monophyletic clade separate from those formed by the Old World and New World arenaviruses (Fig. 3D).

Previously described arenaviruses encode a small RING domain-containing zinc binding protein (Z) on the L segment and a glycoprotein precursor (GPC) on the S segment (20, 21, 27, 28). There are ORFs encoding proteins with similar predicted functional domains at the same genomic positions of the snake viruses, but their evolutionary relationship to the arenavirus Z and GPC genes is less clear. The predicted protein sequences did not possess detectable direct homology with previously described arenavirus Z and GPC sequences, as measured by BLASTP against the nr database using an expect value cutoff of 0.1. Instead, they were more similar to other viral and nonviral proteins.

The predicted small “Z” proteins of CASV and GGV (115 and 116 amino acids, respectively) were most similar to nonviral RING domain-containing proteins, with the best BLASTP (NCBI nr database) hit for both being that to various zinc ﬁnger and RING domain-containing proteins. These alignments were driven largely by conserved cysteine residues and had poor expect (E) values of greater than 0.1. Using the more sensitive HHpred software (29), which detects remote homologies and makes structural predictions of proteins of unknown structure, the best hits were also to RING domain-containing ubiquitin ligases, with probabilities of homologous relationship of >92%.

Arenavirus Z proteins are essential for virus budding and are myristoylated on the amino (N) terminus (30–32). The snake virus Z proteins do not possess N-terminal glycine residues typically associated with myristoylation but instead have predicted transmembrane domains in their first 50 amino acids, which may serve a similar role. Most arenavirus Z proteins also contain carboxyl (C)-terminal “late” domains with characteristic motifs (commonly PTAP or PPPY) that recruit cellular proteins that help drive virus budding (33). The CASV and GGV Z proteins do not contain recognizable late domain motifs in their C termini. However, the C-terminal sequences of the NPs of these viruses do contain short motifs similar to late motifs (PKPV and PTAPA), and it is possible that, as is the case for Marburg virus, NP contains a functional late domain (34).

CASV and GGV encode a predicted transmembrane glycoprotein at the same genomic position as arenavirus GPCs. However, like Z, these proteins did not contain detectable homology to arenavirus glycoproteins as measured by BLAST (versus nr) or HHpred. Instead, by BLASTP analysis the snake virus proteins were related to the glycoproteins of filoviruses (e.g., Ebola and Marburg viruses) and avian retroviruses (e.g., avian leukosis virus) and the cellular syncytin, a repurposed endogenous retroviral gene (Fig. 3D) (35, 36). The predicted GPs of CASV and GGV are 393 and 427 amino acids long and, like other class I viral fusion proteins, may be proteolytically cleaved into two functional domains: the GP1 receptor binding and the GP2 transmembrane/
fusion domains (37, 38). Amino acids 222 to 393 of CASV GP and 256 to 427 of GGV GP are 82% identical. This relatively conserved domain likely corresponds to the GP2 domain and was the region with detectable similarity by BLAST. Using HHPred, the top hit for this domain of both CASV and GGV was to the Sudan Ebola virus GP2 (PDB accession no. 3S88; probability of homologous relationships, 99.98%). Like filovirus GP2s, the CASV and GGV domains are predicted to form C-terminal transmembrane domains that anchor the protein in the viral membrane. In contrast to the relatively conserved GP2 domain, the predicted N-terminal GP1 domains of CASV and GGV glycoproteins are only 31% identical, and neither domain contains detectable homology to known proteins (by BLASTP versus nr with an E value of <1). Analysis of the predicted GP1/GP2 boundaries did not reveal obvious candidate protease cleavage sites present in both the GGV and CASV sequences.
In vitro virus culture. To enable further characterization of these viruses, we developed in vitro cell culture growth conditions that permitted virus propagation. We first attempted to infect reptile cell lines available from the ATCC (viper heart VH-2 and iguana heart IGH-2). Inoculum was prepared from the kidney and liver of the boa constrictors CAS06 and CAS07, the samples from which sufficient frozen tissue remained. Viral RNA levels in culture supernatant were monitored by qRT-PCR. Viral RNA was initially detectable in the supernatant but rapidly disappeared as culture medium was replaced and was undetectable by 7 days post-inoculation and over the course of 18 days. We observed similar negative results with an African green monkey-derived Vero cell line, known to be permissive for the replication of many arenaviruses. This suggested that these lines or the culture conditions were not permissive for replication or that the inoculum that we used lacked replication-competent virus.

Hypothesizing that boa constrictor cells might be permissive for replication of the boa constrictor-derived virus, we harvested tissue from a 22-year-old female boa constrictor ("Juliet") who died of lymphoma and attempted to create continuous cell lines (39). Of the multiple tissues and conditions attempted, proliferation was evident only in a culture of adherent cells derived from Juliet’s kidneys (Fig. 4, inset). This cell line (JK cells) continues to proliferate, although it is not yet clear whether it is immortal. We inoculated a culture of JK cells with liver and kidney homogenates from the CAS boa constrictors and observed an exponential increase of viral RNA in culture supernatant after an initial decrease (Fig. 4). Viral RNA was not detectable in mock-inoculated JK cultures. Infected cells did not exhibit gross cytopathic effects over the course of 21 days.

We next developed and validated an antibody against the viral nucleoprotein as an additional tool to study the virus and its relationship to disease. This polyclonal antibody was raised in rabbits against a synthetic peptide corresponding to the C-terminal 14 residues of the NP encoded by GGV. We chose this antigen for several reasons. First, for previously described arenaviruses, NP is the most abundant viral protein in infected cells and is the most antigenic viral protein in vivo (21). Second, the predicted molecular mass of this protein (67 kDa) is similar to the reported mass (68 kDa) of an abundant protein specific to IBD-positive tissues (5). Furthermore, the NP of other arenaviruses is reported to localize to intracytoplasmic inclusions in infected cells (40, 41).

By Western blotting, the anti-NP antiserum specifically detected a protein of the predicted mass in infected JK cells and tissues (Fig. 5A) but not in tissues from a virus-negative/IBD-negative snake. Further, in infected JK cells, this antibody stained large cytoplasmic aggregates (Fig. 5B). In contrast, uninfected cells displayed only diffuse background staining (Fig. 5B), as did preimmune serum staining of infected cells. In liver and kidney sections from infected boa constrictors, staining with this antibody showed that the viral nucleoprotein is localized to large cytoplasmic inclusions in cells throughout the tissues (Fig. 5C). In contrast, only diffuse background from nonspecific staining and autofluorescence was evident in uninfected tissue sections.

We wondered whether the large NP inclusions that we observed in infected JK cells and infected boa constrictor tissues corresponded to the inclusion bodies that are diagnostic for IBD. We performed hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining on sections previously visualized by immunofluorescence and found that this was indeed the case (Fig. 6). Many eosinophilic inclusions stained brightly with NP while others appeared to be ringed by NP fluorescence (closed and open arrowheads in Fig. 6). This could be explained by differential cross-sectioning of the inclusions during tissue sectioning, for instance, if the inclusions were roughly spherical and coated with NP protein. In this scenario, in equatorial cross sections the NP fluorescence would ring the inclusions. And if the section captured the top or bottom surface of the inclusion, then the fluorescence would appear as filled circles. Alternatively, there may be multiple, structurally distinct types of inclusions, or inclusions may be differentially accessible to antibody during staining.

DISCUSSION
Here we described the discovery and characterization of two complete viruses and partial sequence from a related, yet potentially distinct third virus, isolated from cases of snake inclusion body disease. These viruses share a typical arenavirus-like genome organization, but the protein sequences of Z and GPC imply a more complicated evolutionary relationship to previously characterized arenaviruses. These viruses were detected in 6/8 snakes with confirmed IBD diagnoses and 0/18 IBD-negative animals. In infected animals, viral RNA and protein were detected in tissues with cytoplasmic inclusions, and indeed, viral nucleoprotein was found to localize to the same eosinophilic inclusions that give the disease its name. Although formal confirmation that these novel arenavirus-like agents cause disease in snakes will require experimental challenge studies, their detection in reptiles raises an array of intriguing questions about the host range, evolution, basic biology, and mechanisms of pathogenesis associated with this unusual branch of the virus phylogeny.

The arenaviruses are a family of viruses that had been previously believed to infect only mammals (21, 25, 26, 42). Rodents are thought to be the natural hosts of arenaviruses, and individual virus species are associated with specific hosts. Infection is typically chronic and asymptomatic in rodents. However, when arenaviruses zoonotically infect humans or other mammals, severe disease can result. Scientific study has focused on these viruses for...
two principal reasons: (i) some of these viruses (e.g., LASV) can cause fatal hemorrhagic fever in humans, and (ii) the arenavirus LCMV provides an excellent tool to study the immune response in its natural host, *Mus musculus* (43). Infection of members of the Reptilia class of animals demonstrates that arenavirus infection is not limited to mammals.

The discovery of viruses that are in most ways arenavirus-like with filovirus-like GP2 domains relates to the previously stated hypothesis that envelope glycoproteins from filoviruses and arenaviruses share an ancient common ancestor (44, 45). There are several possible models to explain the configurations of the extant arenavirus species. One possibility is that the GPC gene of the arenavirus common ancestor was more similar to the GPC gene of CASV and GGV and therefore to those of filoviruses and avian retroviruses (Fig. 7A). In this scenario, recombination or significant divergence occurred on the lineage leading to the Old World (OW) and New World (NW) arenaviruses. An alternate model is that the GP gene of the ancestral arenavirus was similar to that of the present-day rodent arenaviruses and may itself have derived from an ancestor common with the filoviruses (Fig. 7B). Then,
along the lineage leading to snake arenaviruses, recombination with a filovirus or retrovirus introduced a new GP gene. Intrasegmental recombination between arenaviruses leading to speciation has been documented, so a precedent for these models exists (46).

Whether infection by these viruses causes disease in snakes is perhaps the principal open question following from this study. It is possible that—as is often the case in rodents—arenavirus infection of snakes is chronic and subclinical. Indeed, the CAS snakes diagnosed as IBD and virus positive (Table 1) were not showing any of the typical signs of regurgitation, anorexia, or central nervous system abnormalities at the time of sample collection, though it could have been relatively early in the course of infection. In contrast, the snake from Tennessee that was diagnosed as IBD and arenavirus positive (Table 1) was diagnosed in a postmortem exam. This snake had produced a clutch of infertile eggs (slugs), developed dysecdysis (incomplete shedding), continued to decline, and ultimately died. It is clear that arenavirus infection does result in large viral protein-containing inclusions, a diagnostic finding believed to be prognostic of a fatal outcome, although disease progression has proven variable, with animals surviving for weeks to months after first clinical manifestation, and with the
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**FIG 6** In infected tissues, viral nucleoprotein localizes to eosinophilic inclusion bodies. The same tissue sections were first imaged by fluorescent microscopy and then H&E stained and reimaged. Rows 2 and 4 show the boxed areas of the images in rows 1 and 3. Closed arrowheads, eosinophilic inclusions fully staining; open arrowheads, inclusions ringed by NP fluorescence (see text). Bars, 50 μm (rows 1 and 3) and 10 μm (rows 2 and 4).
caveat that “IBD” in different snake species may ultimately prove attributable to different causes.

We do not know if snakes are the natural host of these viruses or if snakes are infected adventitiously, in a manner akin to the zoonotic transmission of rodent arenaviruses to humans. Likewise, it is unclear how the virus is transmitted. One possibility is that virus is transmitted from snake to snake by blood-feeding mites, infestations of which have anecdotally been associated with IBD outbreaks (1). Snakes eat rodents; thus, another possibility is that these viruses are transmitted when snakes eat infected mice or rats. This possibility is not unprecedented: “callitrichid hepatitis virus” was originally identified as the agent responsible for outbreaks of fatal hepatitis in captive marmosets and tamarins in zoos (47). This virus was subsequently shown to be identical to LCMV, which was being transmitted to the zoo animals via infected mice that they were fed (48–50). In contrast, the viruses identified here are highly divergent from Old and New World arenaviruses. Additional experiments to test the viruses’ host range in cell lines and animals will help answer these questions.

Two of the eight snakes diagnosed as IBD positive in this study tested negative for arenavirus infection (Table 1). There are a number of other possible causes of the pathology observed in these cases. One obvious alternative is infection by other viruses not detected by our methods, including additional divergent arenaviruses. A precedent for this possibility is the case of avian proventricular dilatation disease, where follow-up studies identified numerous additional genogroups of avian bornavirus, the causative agent (15, 51–54). Deep sequencing of additional IBD-positive samples will help resolve this question. Alternatively, infection by nonviral pathogens may be responsible in some cases, though we did not detect any obvious such organisms in our metagenomic analyses. Alternatively, the cytoplasmic inclusions may be a by-product of some other disease state or cellular stress, although the localization of viral nucleoprotein to these inclusions that we observed would appear to contradict this alternate hypothesis. Expanded association studies will more firmly determine the proportion of IBD cases attributable to arenavirus infection and may identify etiologic agents responsible for nonarenavirus IBD diagnoses.

The findings presented here raise the possibility of improved IBD diagnostics, prevention, and treatment. IBD is currently diagnosed by relatively insensitive blood analysis or invasive biopsy and histopathology. Viral RNA was as abundant in blood cells as in infected tissues (Fig. 2), so RT-PCR using RNA purified from whole blood is the approach offering the best combination of specificity, sensitivity, and ease of sample collection, though proper controls and procedures will have to be used to minimize the possibility of PCR false positives due to contamination. Primers targeting the region of the genomes conserved among the three viruses described here are listed in Table S1 in the supplemental material. Antibodies against viral proteins offer an additional diagnostic approach, but antibodies against conserved viral epitopes would have to be generated and validated.

IBD is an important disease of captive snakes. While the specific mode of transmission is unknown, it is likely that the elimination of diseased snakes will greatly reduce the likelihood of transmission, even if there exists an intermediate vector. The availability of a diagnostic test, whether by RT-PCR or by virus-specific antibodies, will prevent the introduction of infected, but possibly asymptomatic, snakes into healthy collections. Ultimately, diagnostically driven surveillance by veterinarians will likely identify outbreaks or hot spots of the disease and perhaps one day lead to adequate control of this previously vexing condition. Furthermore, vaccines exist or are in development for some arenaviruses (21, 55–57), and ribavirin and other drugs have been shown to be effective in decreasing the severity of disease caused by hemorrhagic fever-causing arenaviruses (21, 58, 59). This offers hope that arenavirus-targeting vaccines or treatments could be effective against snake IBD.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Sample collection and processing.** At necropsy, portions of tissues were fixed in formalin or frozen at −80°C until further processing. For histopathological analysis, tissue samples were preserved in 10% neutral buff-
ered formalin solution, embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 5 µm, mounted on glass slides, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin.

For RNA extraction, 100-mg tissue pieces were added to 1 ml of Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) and a ball bearing in a centrifuge tube. Tissue was disrupted using the TissueLyzer (Qiagen) for 2 min at 30 Hz. Samples were centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 2 min, and then 200 µl chloroform was added. Samples were mixed, incubated for 2 min at room temperature, and then centrifuged for 15 min at 12,000 × g at 4°C. The RNA in the aqueous phase was further purified using an RNA Clean and Concentrator column (Zymo Research) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, including the optional on-column DNase digestion to remove residual DNA. RNA quantity and quality were determined by spectrophotometry.

Library preparation and sequencing. Sequencing libraries were prepared essentially as previously described (60). Two hundred fifty nanograms of RNA was added to 10 µl reverse transcription (RT) reaction mixtures containing 50 pmol oligonucleotide MDS-187, 1× reaction buffer, 5 mM dithiothreitol, 1.25 mM each deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs), and 100 U Superscript III (Invitrogen). The sequences of all oligonucleotides are listed in Table S1 in the supplemental material. Reverse reaction mixtures were incubated for 60 min at 42°C and then 15 min at 70°C. Then, 10 U APE1 and 1 U UDG (NEB) diluted in 5 µl 1× Sequenase buffer (Affymetrix) were added to reaction mixtures to remove the oligo(dU/dT) RT primer. Reaction mixtures were incubated for 30 min at 37°C and then 94°C for 2 min. To generate end-tagged molecules, primer MDS-4 and 2 U of Sequenase DNA polymerase (Affymetrix) in 5 µl of 1× buffer were added to samples, which were ramped from 10°C to 37°C over 8 min and then incubated at 37°C for 8 min. These primer extension reactions were performed twice to generate doubly end-tagged molecules, which were subsequently amplified by PCR. PCR mixture contained 1× reaction buffer, 2 µM primer MDS-189, 0.25 mM dNTPs, 2 U KlenTaq DNA polymerase (Sigma), and 2 µl library template. Thermocycling conditions were 95°C for 2 min; 2 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 40°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 1 min; and then 15 cycles with a 55°C annealing temperature. PCR mixtures were cleaned using the Ampure XP reagent (Agencourt) according to the manufacturer’s protocol but using a 1:4.1 ratio of beads to sample. Ten nanograms of library template was then added to PCR mixtures containing 1× reaction buffer, 0.25 mM dNTPs, 0.01 µM (each) primers MDS-9 and MDS-10 (bar code), and 12.5 U KlenTaq DNA polymerase. Thermocycling conditions were 95°C for 2 min and 2 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 40°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 1 min. Then, primers MDS-200 and -201 were added to reaction mixtures to a final concentration of 0.2 µM, and 6 more cycles with a 58°C annealing temperature were performed. Reaction mixtures were cleaned again with Ampure XP reagent, and their relative concentrations were quantified in qPCR mixtures containing 1× LC480 Sybr Green master mix (Roche) and 0.1 µM (each) of primers MDS-200 and -201. Equivalent amounts of each sample were then pooled, and the pool was cleaned with a DNA Clean and Concentrator column (Zymo Research) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The pooled libraries were then size selected (400 to 650 nt) using a LabChip XT device (Caliper) and subjected to a final round of amplification according to the manufacturer’s protocol but using a 1.4:1 ratio of beads to sample. Ten nanograms of library template was then added to PCR mixtures containing 1× reaction buffer, 0.25 mM dNTPs, 2 U Tag DNA polymerase, and 0.25 µl cDNA. Thermocycling consisted of 95°C for 2 min and then 30 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 58°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 2 min. Amplicons were purified from agarose gels using the PureLink gel extraction kit (Invitrogen) and cloned into the pCR2.1 TOPO vector (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Cloned ampiclons were Sanger sequenced (Quintara Biosciences). Because the viral genome segments are predicted to exist in genomic and antigenomic forms, 5′ RACE was used to obtain both end sequences, essentially as described elsewhere (63), with primers listed in Table S1. Multiple RACE ampiclons were cloned and sequenced as described above. In cases where RACE ampiclons did not extend to the end of the deep sequencing assemblies, the deep sequence coverage was sufficient to determine the terminal sequences. The complete genome sequences of CASV and GGV have been deposited with the NCBI under accession numbers JQ717261 to JQ717264.

Antibody production. A peptide corresponding to the C-terminal 14 amino acids (SGGKKTKDPTPATI) of the nucleoprotein of GGV was synthesized and injected into rabbits for polyclonal antibody production (Pacific Immunology). In addition to the default Illumina quality filtering, In addition to the default Illumina quality filtering, the raw reads were then filtered using the BLASTN alignment tool (version 2.2.21 [17]) to query a database composed of a draft (assembly 1) of the boa constrictor genome (16). Sequences aligning with an expect value of less than 10−8 were filtered. Similarly, sequences that aligned with the Illumina adapter sequences (see Table S1 in the supplemental material) or to qX174 control sequence were removed. This filtering removed between 90 and 97% of sequences. The remaining sequences were searched against databases of viral protein sequences using the BLASTX algorithm, and sequences matching any viral protein sequence with an expect value of less than 2 were further examined. False positives were eliminated by using BLAST to align putative viral sequences to the NCBI nonredundant nucleotide (nt) and protein (nr) databases. Only sequences whose best hit and whose pair’s best hit were to viral sequences were further considered. The PRICE de novo targeted genome assembler was used to generate initial contiguous virus sequences (G. Ruby; freely available at: http://derislab.ucsf.edu/software/price/index.html). For coverage information, reads were aligned to Sanger validated assemblies using the Bowtie2 alignment software, version 2.0.0 (62).

Sanger sequencing and RACE. Virus genome sequences assembled from deep sequencing reads were validated using Sanger sequencing and RACE. Primer sequences are listed in Table S1 in the supplemental material. PCR mixtures contained 1× reaction buffer, 0.25 µM primer, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 2 U Taq DNA polymerase, and 0.25 µl cDNA. Thermocycling consisted of 95°C for 2 min and then 30 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 58°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 2 min. Amplicons were purified from agarose gels using the PureLink gel extraction kit (Invitrogen) and cloned into the pCr2.1 TOPO vector (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Cloned ampiclons were Sanger sequenced (Quintara Biosciences). Because the viral genome segments are predicted to exist in genomic and antigenomic forms, 5′ RACE was used to obtain both end sequences, essentially as described elsewhere (63), with primers listed in Table S1. Multiple RACE ampiclons were cloned and sequenced as described above. In cases where RACE ampiclons did not extend to the end of the deep sequencing assemblies, the deep sequence coverage was sufficient to determine the terminal sequences. The complete genome sequences of CASV and GGV have been deposited with the NCBI under accession numbers JQ717261 to JQ717264.

Quantitative PCR. Quantitative PCR to monitor viral RNA levels in tissues and in culture replication experiments were performed on an LC480 instrument (Roche). RNA was extracted from tissue as described above or from tissue culture supernatant using the ZR viral RNA kit (Zymo Research). Reverse transcription reactions were performed as described for library preparation but used random hexamer priming. qPCR mixtures contained 1× LC480 Sybr Green master mix (Roche), 0.1 µM (each) primer (listed in Table S1 in the supplemental material), and 5 µl of 1:20-diluted cDNA.

Phylogenetic analysis. The BLASTP alignment tool was used to query the NCBI nr database for sequences similar to predicted viral protein sequences, and sequences producing alignments with an expect value of less than 10−6 were downloaded. The CD-HIT software version 4.0 (64) was used to collapse sequences with greater than 90% pairwise amino acid identity. Multiple-sequence alignments were created using Clustal (version 2.1) using default parameters (65). Maximum likelihood phylogenies were created using PhyML (PhyML plugin for Geneious version 2.0.12) using the LG model of amino acid substitutions, 100 bootstrap replicates, and otherwise default parameters (66).

Western blotting. Tissues and cells were homogenized in ice-cold buffer containing 40 mM Tris (pH 7.4), 120 mM NaCl, 0.3% Triton X-100, 0.3% SDS, and Complete protease inhibitors (Roche). Samples were heated at 95°C for 5 min, separated on a 4% to 12% SDS-PAGE gel, and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. Membranes were probed with primary antibodies against the nucleoprotein of GGV (RayBiotech). Secondary antibody was visualized with ECL (Amersham).
were rotated for 30 min and then clarified by centrifugation for 10 min at 10,000 × g at 4°C. Protein concentration was determined using the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay reagent (Pierce). Five micrograms (cells) or 25 μg (tissues) of total protein was fractionated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. The membrane was probed with anti-NP polyclonal antiserum, which was detected with a fluorescein-labeled secondary antibody. The blot was scanned on an Odyssey scanner (LiCor).

Tissue culture. VH-2 and IGH-2 cells were obtained from the ATCC and were grown at 30°C in Eagle’s minimum essential medium with Hanks’ balanced salt solution (University of California San Francisco [UCSF] cell culture facility) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 50 units/ml penicillin, 50 μg/ml streptomycin, and 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.4) (cMEM). Vero cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 50 units/ml penicillin, 50 μg/ml streptomycin at 37°C and 5% CO₂.

To generate a continuous boa constrictor cell line (JK), tissues from a boa constrictor that had died of lymphoma were collected at necropsy and stored on ice until processing. Tissue was minced with scalpels, incubated overnight in 0.25% trypsin and 1 mM EDTA in saline A at 4°C, and then plated into culture dishes in cMEM and incubated at 30°C. Culture medium was replaced every 5 days. After 5 weeks, proliferation of adherent cells in a kidney-derived culture was evident and these cells were subsequently passaged weekly.

For inoculation experiments, 500-μg portions of frozen virus-positive and -negative kidneys and livers were finely minced with scalpels, resuspended in serum-free MEM containing 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), and homogenized with a Dounce homogenizer. Homogenates were clarified by centrifugation at 10,000 × g for 2 min and filtered through an 0.45-μm filter. Filtrates were diluted between 1:10 and 1:40 and used to inoculate cell cultures.

Immunofluorescence. Infected or uninfected cells were plated in collagen-coated glass-bottom culture dishes (MatTek) in cMEM. After 1 day of culture, cells were rinsed twice in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), then fixed in 4% formaldehyde in PBS for 30 min, and then washed 3 times for 3 min in PBS. Cell membranes were permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 5 min, and then washed in 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 1 h. Cells were incubated with anti-NP antiserum diluted in blocking buffer for 1 h and then washed 6 times for 4 min in PBS. Cells were then incubated in Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit antibody (Life Technologies), diluted in blocking buffer for 30 min, and then washed again. The penultimate wash contained 0.5 μg/ml Hoechst 33342 (Life Technologies) to stain DNA. Cells were mounted in Vectashield medium (Vector Labs) and imaged. Images were analyzed using ImageJ version 1.43 software (National Institutes of Health). In cases where brightness and contrast were adjusted, this was done so linearly and equally to all images in a set.

Immunohistochemistry. Tissues were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in PBS and then embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and mounted on slides. Sections were deparaffinized in xylene, rehydrated in graded alcohol, and then embedded in 1 mM EDTA at 99°C for 20 min, and then rinsed in water. Sections were washed 2 times in TBST (50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.025% Tween 20), then permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 min and washed 3 times in TBST, and then blocked in Tris-buffered saline (TBS) plus 1% BSA plus 5% donkey serum (Sigma). Sections were then incubated for 30 min in anti-NP antiserum diluted in TBS plus 1% BSA, washed in TBST, and then incubated for 30 min in Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit secondary antibody diluted in TBS plus 1% BSA. Sections were then incubated for 30 min in anti-NP antiserum diluted in TBS plus 1% BSA, washed in TBST, and then incubated for 30 min in Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit secondary antibody diluted in TBS plus 1% BSA and washed again. The penultimate wash contained 2 μg/ml Hoechst 33342. The sections were mounted in Vectashield (Vector Labs), overlapped, and imaged as described above. Sections were subsequently stained with hematoxylin and eosin and reimaged.

Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. The complete data set for all samples is available from the NCBI Short Read Archive (accession no. SRA053624). The complete genome sequences of CASV and GGV have been deposited with the NCBI under accession numbers JQ717261 to JQ717264.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Supplemental material for this article may be found at http://mbio.asm.orglookup/suppl/doi:10.1128/mBio.00180-12/-/DCSupplemental.
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